
HP 39/40gs Cheat Sheet

Calculator keys are shown in rounded boxes, like this: MATH . Shifted keys are shown with dashed
boxes, so that ANS is equivalent to SHIFT ENTER . Softkeys are the six unlabelled keys under the
screen; they are SK1 through SK6 from left to right. Softkey menu options are displayed above
the keys in reversed text, like this: CHOOS. Screen text is shown like this: Auto Scale.

Topic Instructions Screenshot

Resetting the
calculator

For a soft reset, which will reboot the calculator, press and
hold ON , then press SK3 . You can also just pull a battery.
For a hard reset, which will completely wipe the calculator,
press and hold ON , press and hold SK1 , then press SK6 .
Release in the reverse order.

Doing
calculations

Pressing HOME will almost always take you to the home
view. You may have to press OK , CANCL, or ON . You can
get the last answer by using ANS ; previous input and out-
put can be copied by scrolling up and down with the arrows,
and pressing COPY .

Switching to
degrees mode

The unit used for measuring angles is indicated in the up-
per left of the home view. To switch to degrees, press SHIFT

HOME . Press CHOOS for a popup menu of different options.

Aplets To switch to a different aplet, press APLET , choose your aplet
using the arrow keys, then press START or ENTER . To reset
an aplet back to its defaults, press RESET.

Plotting
functions

Start the Function aplet. Go to symbolic view by pressing
SYMB , and enter your equation using X or X,T,θ to rep-
resent the independent variable. When done, press ENTER

or OK , then PLOT .

Changing
axes

Useful presets for the axes are accessed with VIEWS . Auto

Scale adjusts the y-axis to show the whole function for the
current x-axis. Decimal sets the axes so that each dot on the
screen represents 0.1 unit.
The axes can be customized by using the plot setup screen,
accessed by pressing SHIFT PLOT .

Tracing the
function

In plot view, press MENU ( SK6 ) until the full menu is visi-
ble. Press TRAC so it is selected and turns to TRAC�. Use the
up and down arrow keys to select the function you are inter-
ested in, and left and right to move along the function. The
coordinates of the cross hairs are displayed at the bottom of
the screen.

Finding
extrema and
roots

Trace so that the cross hairs are close to the feature you want
to analyze, then display the full plot view menu. Press FCN

and then pick the type of feature you want to find. The fea-
ture doesn’t have to be visible on the screen.
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The calculator will display the coordinates of the feature at
the bottom of the screen. Note that the cross hair doesn’t
jump to the feature.

Table of
values

Press NUM to get numeric view. You can use SHIFT NUM

to get to numeric setup, where you can change the step be-
tween x values.

Entering
statistical
data

Switch to the Statistics aplet, and press NUM to go to nu-
meric view. There are 10 columns to enter data in. The col-
umn labelled n is just a row number.

Making
scatter plots

In Statistics numeric view press SK5 until it says 2VAR�.
Press SYMB to make sure that your independent (x) column
and dependent (y) column are set correctly for each data set
S1 through S5. Press VIEWS , then choose Auto Scale. You
can change the axes, point types, etc. with SHIFT PLOT .

Finding a
curve of best
fit

After entering and plotting your data, press SHIFT SYMB to
enter the symbolic setup screen. CHOOS an appropriate type
of curve for your data set.
Return to plot view, and press MENU to display the full
menu. Press FIT so it turns to FIT� , and the curve of
best fit will be displayed.
Press SYMB , highlight the equation, and press SHOW to see
it all. Scroll left and right with the arrow keys.

Importing fit
equation

Fit equations must be imported into the Function aplet for
proper analysis. First find the fit equation with the Statistics
aplet, then start the Function aplet. Press MATH , scroll to
Stat-Two, right the right arrow, and select PREDY.
Complete the function so that it reads PREDY(X); this will
predict y values for every x value.

With the function containing PREDY highlighted, press
EVAL to complete the import. You can SHOW the complete

function, or EDIT it.

Time-savers Any time CHOOS is displayed above SK2 , press + to cycle
through options one-by-one.
In any menu, you can press the first letter of an entry to
jump to it. For example, S will jump to Stat-Two, then
Symbolic in the MATH menu. You do not have to press
ALPHA first.
When A�Z is displayed the keyboard can be locked into
alphabet mode: A�Z� . You can also push and hold ALPHA

while entering multiple letters.


